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Vacancy – Freckle UK Maths Content Writer 
 
Renaissance® is a leading provider of assessment technology to primary and secondary schools. Renaissance 
products promote success amongst students of all ages and abilities through personalised assessment and 
practice in reading and maths.  

Our software helps to enhance literacy and numeracy skills, support differentiated instruction, and personalise 
learning to optimise student development. Immediate feedback and detailed reporting equip teachers with the 
information needed to monitor progress and measure growth. In the UK and Ireland, almost 6,000 schools and 
more than 1.4 million students use Renaissance products. Worldwide, we support over 18 million students, 
operating in 96 countries.  

Freckle Education, part of Renaissance, is expanding our Maths offerings to the United Kingdom to develop our 
mission of ensuring every student gets a world-class education. We’re looking for a full-time UK Maths Content 
Writer who will leverage their knowledge of the UK Maths curriculum to write and maintain a variety of engaging 
maths content. 

You’ll join an effective team that plans, executes, and reflects together. Since we’re a small team, everything you 
build will go into production and be used by students, teachers, parents, and school personnel. You will never do 
unimportant work: every contribution will make a clear and tangible impact on the company’s trajectory. 

In this role, you will: 

• Research and write maths questions aligned to a variety of maths standards and grade levels (Y1-Y9). 
• Review existing maths questions that are aligned to US standards and make the appropriate edits, so they 

are applicable and aligned to UK standards. 
• Create instructional supports for students who are struggling with specific skills or concepts. 
• Conduct quality assurance reviews of UK maths content. 
• Maintain consistent communication with members of our U.S.-based curriculum team. 

For this role, you must have: 

• 2+ years maths teaching experience in Y1-Y9 
• A deep understanding of standards-aligned curriculum development 
• Excellent interpersonal and communication skills 
• Strong, creative writing and organizational skills 
• A willingness to learn new technology skills and tools including basic graphic design 
• Ability to quickly learn and adapt to our tools and processes 
• Passion for the field of education 

We offer a wide range of benefits including: 

• 25 days’ annual leave 
• Extra day off for your birthday  
• Company pension scheme (double matching) up to 5% 
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• Life assurance up to 4 times of your basic salary  
• Income protection scheme 
• Employee assistance programme provided by Simply Health 
• Health cash plan provided by Simply Health 
• Subsided gym membership 
• Up to 2 paid volunteer days per year 

In addition to these formal benefits, we also have social events throughout the year. These include our summer 
party and Christmas drinks. 

At Renaissance our mission is: “To accelerate learning for all children and adults of all ability levels and ethnic and 
social backgrounds, worldwide.”  

Many of us choose to work at Renaissance because we are driven by this mission. Inherent in a mission that 
strives to serve “all children and adults” who represent “all ability levels...and backgrounds,” is the need to recognize 
the importance of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) in our culture, in our work, and in our products.  

All your information will be kept confidential according to EEO guidelines. Please note that we can only consider 
applicants who already hold a full UK work permit.  

To apply, please send your CV via email with the subject title ‘Freckle UK Maths Content Writer to 
jobs@renlearn.co.uk.   
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